The Shure Model A53M is a highly effective isolation mount designed specifically for use with such Shure microphones as Models SM53, SM54, and SM59 that have 19.1 mm (5/8 in.) handles.

The A53M provides maximum isolation from mechanical vibrations (over 20 dB) when used on desk stands, floor stands, conference tables, lecture podiums, "fish-poles" and booms.

The A53M Isolation Mount is ideal for "fish-pole" use. (A complete assembly is available: A53B, which includes the A53M Shock Mount and the necessary hardware for boom operation in television, motion picture and sound recording studios.)

The A53M has rugged black plastic and rubber construction which will withstand the high temperatures near stage and television lights. Lifetime locking swivel provides for tilting microphone toward the source of sound. Fits 5/8"-27 stands and adapters.

**INSTALLATION:**

1. Slip small end of SM53 Microphone into isolation mount using a twisting motion on the microphone for ease of installation.
2. Attach cable to microphone connector.
3. To obtain maximum isolation effectiveness, the microphone (with cable attached) should be balanced in the isolation mount.

**GUARANTEE:**

This Shure product is guaranteed in normal use to be free from electrical and mechanical defects for a period of one year from date of purchase. Please retain proof of purchase date. This guarantee includes all parts and labor. This guarantee is in lieu of any and all other guarantees or warranties, express or implied, and there shall be no recovery for any consequential or incidental damages.

**SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS:**

Carefully repack the unit and return it prepaid to:

Shure Brothers Incorporated
Attention: Service Department
1501 West Shure Drive
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004

If outside the United States, return the unit to your dealer or Authorized Shure Service Center for repair. The unit will be returned to you prepaid.